
A power generation facility enlisted Cybertech 
to perform a full replacement of their boiler 
feedwater water treatment plant’s legacy 
control system. Cybertech designed and 
supplied new backpans, performed new wiring 
and migrated legacy PLC-1 to Allen-Bradley 
ControlLogix. 

CConstruction and commissioning was 
successfully performed in a short outage 
window (5-day outage working 24 hours on 2 
shifts). Cybertech also developed a custom 
wiring database to accurately reconcile 
connections with both speed and accuracy.

Power Generation Facility

Featured Project

Cybertech Automation helps industry build, configure, and commission instrumentation, electrical, and control system equipment. 

Performing project pre-work that
uncovers opportunities/efficiencies
Upfront work can map out your current system and reveal novel commissioning 
approaches. Cybertech has assisted clients in identifying commissioning 
strategies to save time/money and guarantee flawless stratup.

Developing project schedules that
work in the real worldwork in the real world
Cybertech’s subject matter experts take ownership of project scheduling – 
meaning accurate time estimates that align with previous real-world experience.
We routinely execute small and large cutover projects without time slippage.

Ensuring continuity between design efforts 
and field implementation
CCybertech’s designers are also experienced field professionals who participate in 
onsite implementations. When our designers stay connected with their work in 
the field, it means that your project can adapt to unexpected 
engineering challenges within your set timelines.

Making quality work packages that are 
clear and precise for frontline commissioning resources
CCybertech creates individual packages for sub-areas and sub-systems – meaning 
that workers receive the information that they need to proceed without having
to filter out irrelevant material. Having just the right drawings (and the proper 
drawing revisions) means that commissioning work begins quickly and correctly. 

Developing automated tools that 
accommodate hardware changes
UnUnexpected hardware changes can quickly derail a project on tight timelines. 
Cybertech has developed custom tag databases and templating tools that can 
update and auto-generate new drawings to ensure that work stays on track.

Tight Cutovers and Shutdowns 
Cybertech has assisted clients with:
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Cybertech Automation helps industry build, configure, and commission instrumentation, electrical, and control system equipment. 

To be completed on time and on budget, your hyper-scheduled project 
needs more than standard engineering deliverables. Quality drawings 
and work packages are critical, but so are the tools and people required 
for implementations on tight timelines. 

CCutover and shutdown work tends to focus heavily on electrical and 
controls scope, but commissioning services shouldn’t become an 
afterthought. Supplied drawings signify the end state of your project, 
but equal attention needs to be given to how the scope is executed. 
Cybertech has as much experience in planning and executing shutdown 
work as generating the work packages.

We’re an automation and control systems company with 25 years of 
experience with all major platforms. We’ve supported numerous clients 
on tight cutover projects – keeping to the most aggressive duration 
schedules and execution plans. We’ve developed organizational 
approaches that have been adopted as internal standards by certain 
clients.

Our solid internal QA/QC processes ensure that we produce quality 
drawings, but we can also pair them with tools and instructions for 
timely execution. We’re an engineering company, but we’re also a 
commissioning management service provider. We can take on your 
scope and make it work.

Time is as valuable an asset as engineering deliverables, and avoiding 
bottlenecks during commissioning requires an informed execution 
strategy. Cybertech knows how to plan control systems work, and we’ve 
repeatedly ensured the success of our clients and their turnarounds – 
planning and executing the onsite work to tightly align with an overall 
turnaround schedule.

Why Cybertech?

Tight Cutovers and Shutdowns 
Ensuring Project Success with 
Innovative Commissioning Management
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